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ABSTRACT
An inverse technique is presented that generates a spherical harmonics decomposition of the
sound field in a room predicted using the Finite Element Method. In this study, a virtual
microphone array is created from the calculated pressure field data and it is implemented to
estimate a finite set of spherical harmonic coefficients, which provide a local description of the
sound field. An analysis is considered of the relation between the size of the virtual array and
the maximum order of spherical harmonics coefficients that can be computed with a good level
of accuracy. The condition number of the matrix to be inverted and the effects of the Tikhonov
regularization used to stabilize the solution are also discussed. The results suggest that the
inverse method is a suitable solution for the problem under consideration but the trade-off
between the size of the virtual array and the maximum order of the spherical harmonics
constrains its applicability.

RESUMEN
Un método inverso que genera la descomposición en armónicos esféricos del campo sonoro de
una sala simulada por medio de elementos finitos es presentado. En este estudio, un arreglo
virtual de micrófonos es sintetizado a partir de la información simulada de presión acústica y es
implementado para estimar un set finito de coeficientes de armónicos esféricos que proveen
una descripción local de campo sonoro. La relación entre el tamaño del arreglo virtual de
micrófonos y el máximo orden de coeficientes de armónicos esféricos que pueden ser
estimados con buen nivel de precisión es discutida. En adición, el número de condición de la
matriz a invertir y los efectos de implementar regularización Tikhonov para estabilizar la
solución también son estudiados. Los resultados indican que el uso del método inverso es una
técnica adecuada para el problema bajo estudio, sin embargo, la relación entre el tamaño del
arreglo virtual y el máximo orden de armónicos esféricos limitan su aplicabilidad.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Spherical harmonics are orthonormal functions whose weighted superposition allows to
generate a local description of the sound field in bounded and unbounded spaces. The acoustic
pressure at the field point 𝐫 can be expanded in a series representation using spherical
harmonics as [1]
∞

𝑛

𝑝(𝑟, 𝜃, 𝜑, 𝜔) = ∑ ∑ 𝐴𝑛𝑚 (𝜔)𝑗𝑛 (𝑘𝑟)𝑌𝑛𝑚 (𝜃, 𝜑) ,

(1)

𝑛=0 𝑚=−𝑛

where 𝐴𝑛𝑚 are complex coefficients, 𝑗𝑛 are the spherical Bessel functions of the first kind of
order 𝑛 and 𝑌𝑛𝑚 are the spherical harmonics defined as [1]
(2𝑛 + 1) (𝑛 − 𝑚)! 𝑚
𝑌𝑛𝑚 (𝜃, 𝜑) = √
𝑃 (cos 𝜃)𝑒 𝑗𝑚𝜑 ,
4𝜋 (𝑛 + 𝑚)! 𝑛

(2)

in which 𝑃𝑛𝑚 is the Legendre associated function and j is the imaginary unit. Equation (1)
describes the interior case, which requires that the acoustic sources lie outside of the
reconstruction area. Any sound field satisfying the Helmholtz equation can be exactly
represented by means of spherical harmonics, however, the truncation of the series to a finite
order 𝑁 constrains the area and frequency upon which the representation is accurate. For the
case of a plane wave propagation, the relation between the truncation order of spherical
harmonics 𝑁, the area of reconstruction 𝑟 and wavelength 𝜆 is given by [2]
𝑟
(3)
𝑁 = ⌈𝑒𝜋 ⌉ ,
𝜆
where 𝑒 is Euler’s number. The relation given in equation (3) is commonly approximated to
(𝑁 = 𝑘𝑟) [3] [4], in which 𝑘 is the wave number.
The Finite Element Method (FEM) is a well-established technique to obtain a numerical solution
of the wave equation in complex cases where an analytical solution is not achievable. For this,
the Helmholtz equation is expressed in its discretized integral form (weak formulation) leading to
a system of algebraic equations which can be solved by computers [5]. The main advantage of
the FEM lies in the accuracy of the results compared to other room acoustic simulation methods
(e.g. Geometrical Acoustics). Nevertheless, the output data of acoustic pressures does not have
associated directional information, which constrains its use for multichannel audio reproduction
applications.
An approach to obtain a spherical harmonics representation of sound fields that have been
predicted using FEM is presented in the current work. In specific, the implementation of an
inverse method for that purpose has been addressed. For this, a virtual microphone array has
been created using the acoustic pressure data obtained in FEM and it is used to estimate a set
of spherical harmonics coefficients, which provide a local description of the sound field.
Evaluation of the proposed method in terms of accuracy in the sound field reconstruction is
presented on the basis of the size of the array, order of spherical harmonics and condition
number of the spherical harmonics matrix. Alternative approaches can be found in the scientific
literature based on the description of the sound field as a superposition of plane waves [6] or
using time domain methods for the numerical solution of the wave equation [7].
The remaining sections of the paper are as follows: section 2 reviews the theoretical basis of
the inverse approach. Methods to evaluate the effects of the different parameters involved in the
inversion are addressed in section 3. Results and their discussion are presented in section 4.
Finally, the conclusions of the current work are reported in section 5.
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2.

THEORETICAL BASIS

The acoustic pressure estimated from FEM at a specific field point can be associated to the
output signal of an omnidirectional microphone (in the frequency domain). The combination of
different field points generates a virtual microphone array which can be used to extract
directional information of the sound field. Then, a set of spherical harmonics coefficients is used
to reconstruct the acoustic pressure at the array position. The complex coefficients 𝐴𝑛𝑚 are
determined by the inversion of equation (1). The basic principle is as follows: the complex
acoustic pressure at L virtual microphone positions are denoted using vector notation as
(4)
𝐩 = [𝑝1 , 𝑝𝑙 ⋯ , 𝑝𝐿 ]𝑇 ,
in which 𝑝𝑙 is the acoustic pressure at the 𝑙-th virtual microphone. Likewise, the complex
coefficients 𝐴𝑛𝑚 used to decompose the sound field are represented by the vector
𝑇
(5)
𝐚 = [𝐴𝜈(1)𝜇(1) , 𝐴𝜈(𝑠)𝜇(𝑠) ⋯ , 𝐴𝜈(𝑆)𝜇(𝑆) ] ,
2 ⌈∙⌉
where 𝜈(𝑠) = ⌈√𝑠 − 1⌉ and 𝜇(𝑠) = 𝑠 − 1 − 𝜈 − 𝜈 .
corresponds to ceiling round. Finally, the
transfer function that describes the relation between each complex coefficients 𝐴𝑛𝑚 and each
virtual microphone 𝑗𝑛 (𝑘𝑟)𝑌𝑛𝑚 (𝜃, 𝜑) can be arranged in matrix notation as

𝑦11 … 𝑦1𝑆
(6)
𝑦𝑙𝑠
⋮ |,
𝐘=| ⋮
𝑦𝐿1 … 𝑦𝐿𝑆
in which 𝑦𝑙𝑠 = 𝑗𝜈 (𝑘𝑟𝑙 )𝑌𝜈𝜇 (𝜃𝑙 , 𝜑𝑙 ). Consequently, the relationship between the complex
coefficients and the virtual microphones is described using matrix notation as follows:
𝐩 = 𝐘𝐚 .

(7)

The complex coefficients 𝐴𝑛𝑚 are calculated solving equation (7) for 𝐚. In the current instance
an overdetermined case is implemented, which means that there are more microphones than
complex coefficients. The result is obtained in terms of least-squares solution minimizing the
sum of the squared errors between the reconstructed and the target sound field [8]. The error
vector can be expressed as:
̃−𝐩,
(8)
𝐞= 𝐩
̃ is the vector of reconstructed acoustic pressures and 𝐩 is the vector of acoustic
where 𝐩
pressures from the virtual microphone array. The least squares solution is achieved by the
minimization of a cost function 𝐽 = 𝐞𝐻 𝐞 where 𝐻 indicates the Hermitian transpose. The
minimization of the cost function 𝐽 is given by [8]
𝐚 = 𝐘† 𝐩 ,
in which 𝐘 is the Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse of the matrix 𝐘 [8].

(9)

†

3.

METHODS

A preliminary analysis was performed in Matlab to determine the influence of the size of the
microphone array and the order of spherical required to generate an inverse matrix whose
th
condition number does not compound higher than a 6 order of magnitude. The condition
number is defined as the ratio between the largest and the smallest singular value of the
propagation matrix 𝐘. It has been shown in [8] that the sensitivity of the solution provided by the
inverse method is determined by the condition number. Firstly, a simple incoming plane wave of
63 Hz (𝜃 = 90, 𝜑 = 45) in free field was selected as a target. The sound field was simulated and
captured by a virtual array (cube shape) of linear dimensions of 0.8, 1.2, 1.6 and 2 m with a
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spatial resolution of 0.1m. Table 1 shows the condition number for different sizes of array and
order of spherical harmonics.

Array (m)

Table 1. Condition number of the inverted matrix for different order of spherical harmonics and
size of the microphone array.
Order of Spherical Harmonics (𝑵)
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

0.8

2.54E+05

6.97E+06

1.49E+08

4.74E+09

1.49E+11

7.41E+12

6.06E+20

1.2

3.63E+04

6.54E+05

9.56E+06

1.96E+08

4.17E+09

1.23E+11

2.82E+12

1.6

8.82E+03

1.19E+05

1.32E+06

2.03E+07

3.27E+08

7.04E+09

1.24E+11

2

2.86E+03

3.09E+04

2.77E+05

3.39E+06

4.40E+07

7.51E+08

1.07E+10

As expected, the condition number decreases as the size of the array increases. The reason is
because the wavelength of the target wave is approximately 5.4 m and a larger array captures
more information of the propagation, which in turn, improves the matrix inversion. However,
regarding the order of Spherical Harmonics, the condition number increases with the order.
Based on equation (3), a low order is required to reconstruct the sound field in the array´s area.
Spherical Harmonics coefficients that are not needed to represent the sound field at 63 Hz over
the area of the array are being calculated which leads to constrain the solution. A configuration
of order 7 and a microphone array of 1.6 m of length (spatial resolution of 0.2 m), which
provides a radius of accurate reconstruction of approximately 0.6 m when the inversion is
carried out up to the 447 Hz was selected for the simulations.
3.1 Sound field reconstruction
Based on the previous configuration, a spherical wave propagation was synthesized in a virtual
anechoic room of 5m × 10m ×3 m. Samples of the sound fields were extracted using a cubic
virtual microphone array composed by 792 transducers (9 × 9 × 9) and were used to estimate
the set of complex spherical harmonics coefficients of order 7. Figures 1 to 4 show the sound
field reconstruction and acoustic pressure errors for two array´s position. The black square
represents the position of the microphone array, the white contour in Figure 3 and 4 identifies
the region within which the normalized error is lower than -20 dB, and the black circle
represents the area of accurate reconstruction based on equation (3). Three error metrics were
taken into account to evaluate the reconstructed sound field:
Amplitude error:
𝑒𝑎 = 10 log10 (
Phase error:

|𝑝̃|
).
|𝑝|

𝑝𝑝̃ ∗
𝑒𝑝 = ∠ (
),
|𝑝||𝑝̃|

Normalized error:
𝑒𝑛 = 10 log10 (

|𝑝 − 𝑝̃|2
),
|𝑝|2

(10)

(11)

(12)

where 𝑝̃ is the reconstructed pressure, 𝑝 is the target pressure and ∗ indicates the conjugate of
the function.
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Figure 1. Target and reconstructed sound field for spherical wave propagation of 125 Hz. Two
positions of the array are illustrated.

Figure 2. Target and reconstructed sound field for spherical wave propagation of 250 Hz. Two
positions of the array are illustrated.

Figure 3. Amplitude, phase and normalized errors for spherical wave propagation of 125 Hz.
Position 1 is illustrated at top and position 2 in bottom.
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Figure 4. Amplitude, phase and normalized errors for spherical (SW) wave propagation of 250
Hz. Position 1 is illustrated at top and position 2 in bottom.
Previous figures indicate that, as expected, the area over which the reconstruction is accurate
depends on frequency and is wider at lower frequencies. A comparison of the normalized errors
shows good agreement between the area where the error is less than -20 dB and the radius
predicted by equation (3) regardless of the position of the array. However, this relation remains
as long as the predicted radius does not include the acoustic source. If that does happen, the
area of accurate reconstruction shrinks to an extent that depends on the distance of the source.
Similar results were found for the amplitude and phase errors.
3.3 Regularization of the inversion
A comparison between the sum of the absolute value of the 𝐴𝑛𝑚 coefficients squared for each
order 𝑛 predicted by the inverse method and those calculated analytically is presented in figure
5 for the two array positions (125 Hz case). The analytical 𝐴𝑛𝑚 coefficients are calculated from
the following equation [1]
′

∞

𝑛

𝑒 −𝑗𝑘|𝐫−𝐫 |
(2)
= −𝑗𝑘 ∑ ∑ 𝑗𝑛 (𝑘𝑟)ℎ𝑛 (𝑘𝑟 ′ )𝑌𝑛𝑚 (𝜃𝑟 , 𝜑𝑟 )𝑌𝑛𝑚 (𝜃𝑟 ′ , 𝜑𝑟 ′ )∗ ,
4𝜋|𝐫 − 𝐫 ′ |
𝑛=0 𝑚=−𝑛

(13)
(2)

in which 𝐫 and 𝐫 ′ are the receiver and source locations, respectively and ℎ𝑛
Hankel function of second kind.

is the spherical
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Figure 5. Comparison of the Energy of the 𝐴𝑛𝑚 coefficients per order.
Figure 5 indicates that the inverse method is able to estimate with high accuracy the total
energy of the 𝐴𝑛𝑚 coefficients per order. A small mismatch was found for the last order in the
array position 2, which can be attribuited to numerical errors. Nevertheless, Figures 1 shows
zones with high acoustic pressure values in the overall environtment for the case of the array
located closer to the source. This suggests that an important amount of energy from the higher
orders is used to reconstruct the sound field outside of the radius of reconstruction.
A well established technique to optimize solutions obtained by inverse methods is the use of a
regularization parameter in the inversion of the propagation matrix 𝐘 [8-10]. Tikhonov
regularization is based on the concept of changing the cost function 𝐽 by the inclusion of an
additional term [8], namely
(13)
𝐽 = 𝐞𝐻 𝐞 + 𝛽𝐪𝐻 𝐪 ,
where 𝛽 is the regularization parameter whose value usually compounds between ‖𝐇‖2 /
1000 and ‖𝐇‖2 /5000 [6].‖𝐇‖ corresponds to the norm of the spherical harmonics matrix 𝐇. The
minimization of the cost function 𝐽 established in equation (13) is given by
𝐪 = [𝐘 𝑯 𝐘 + 𝛽]−𝟏 𝐘 𝑯 𝐩 .

(14)

Equation (14) indicates that the minimization of the cost function accounts for the sum of the
squared errors between the reconstructed and target acoustic pressure but also for the sum of
the squared sperhical harmonic coefficients. Figure 6 illustrates the reconstructed sound field
and the acoustic errors for 125 Hz and the array located at position 2, but with Tikhnonov
regularization. The case of 250 Hz is not illustrated because the regularization has does not
have a significant effect at this frequency. A comparison in terms of the energy of the 𝐴𝑛𝑚
coefficients is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 6. Reconstructed sound field; amplitude, phase and normalized errors for spherical wave
propagation of 125 Hz. Array located at position 2. Regularized case.
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Figure 7. Energy of the 𝐴𝑛𝑚 coefficients per order. Blue colour indicates non-regularized case
and red colour the regularized case.
The outcomes suggest that the implementation of Tikhnonov regularization drastically reduce
the energy of the highest orders, but at the expense of reducing the radius of reconstruction
from 2.5 m to 1.2 m aproximately. However, a comparison between the normalised error
(equation 12) averaged over the whole reconstruction region (shown in the figures above) for
the non-regularizated and for the regularizated cases indicates that the sound field
reconstruction over the whole domain is performed more accurately with regularization. These
results point out that the solution with regularization is more efficience in terms of the energy
required to synthesize the sound field.Table 2 shows the average normalized acoustic error for
the two cases.
Table 2. Average normalized acoustic error for the non-regularized and regularized case.
Inversion
Normalized error (dB)
Non-regularizated
18.0
Regularized
11.1

4.

APPLICATION OF THE METHOD TO THE SOUND FIELD IN A ROOM

The same approach discussed in section 3 has been applied to a FEM model of an enclosure
3
with an aproximate volume of 88 m . Figure 9 shows an isometric and a top view of the
enclosure. The predicted frequency responses of the room has been compared with measured
data based on the guidelines established in the ISO 3382-2 [11] to verifiy their reability. The
simulations have been carried out with the following configuration: The acoustic source
corresponds a monopole source. The boundaries of the domain are assumed to be locally
reacting and the specific acoustic impedance values have been calculated using the
measurements of the reverberation time and the Eyring equation. The geometric model of the
room contains all the details that are not much smaller than the shortest wavelength predicted.
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Figure 9. FEM model of a meeting room. Red circles represent the position of the virtual
microphone array and the blue square the position of the acoustic source.
Figures 10 and 11 show the sound field reconstruction and the acoustic pressure errors for 63
Hz and 250 Hz based on the configuration given in Figure 9. Again, the inclusion of
regularization reduces in a significant proportion the energy of highest orders as shown in
Figure 12.

Figure 10. Target and reconstructed sound field based on FEM simulations. Top figures
corresponds to 63 Hz and bottom to 250 Hz case. Acoustic pressure at 1.5 m height.
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Figure 11. Amplitude, phase and normalized errors. Top figures corresponds to 63 Hz and
bottom to 250 Hz case. Errors at 1.5 m height.

Figure 12. Energy of the 𝐴𝑛𝑚 coefficients per order based on FEM simulations. Blue colour
indicates non-regularized case and red colour the regularized case.
Results indicate that the proposed inverse method is a suitable technique to decompose the
sound field in spherical harmonics. In congruence with the previous findings, the radius where
the reconstruction is accurate (based on equation 3) shows good agreement only in the case of
250 Hz, for 63 Hz, the area is overestimated. This condition is related to the presence of the
walls. The homogeneous Helmholtz equation is not satisfied in the whole interior region (circle)
due to the boundaries, which plays in this sense a similar role as acoustic sources.
Regarding regularization, its inclusion reduces the energy of the highest orders. Although its
implementation shrinks the area over the the reconstruction is accurate, for this specific case
the radius at 63 Hz is approximately 1 m, which allows for a local description of the sound field.
Nevertheless, the dimension of the array for low frequency applications is significant (1.6 m for
this case), which represents a constrains to the implementation of this method in case of small
rooms. The requirement to locate the array in a position where no scattering objects are present
inside the array also impose a limitation.
One of the advantages of generating a local description of FEM simulated data based on
spherical harmonics lies in the straightforward Auralization of the data using a High Order
Ambisonics sound reproduction system and the manipulation of the sound field (for example
rotation) for interactive aplications. The rotation of the sound field in the Azimuth plane can be
easy computed by
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∞

𝑛

𝑝(𝑟, 𝜃, 𝜑𝑟𝑜𝑡 , 𝜔) = ∑ ∑ 𝐴𝑛𝑚𝜑𝑟𝑜𝑡 (𝜔)𝑗𝑛 𝑌𝑛𝑚 (𝜃, 𝜑) ,

(15)

𝑛=0 𝑚=−𝑛

where

5.

𝐴𝑛𝑚𝜑𝑟𝑜𝑡 (𝜔) = 𝐴𝑛𝑚 (𝜔)𝑒 −𝑗𝑚𝜑𝑟𝑜𝑡 .

(16)

CONCLUSIONS

A spherical harmonics representation of sound fields simulated using FEM has been
presented. The approach implements an inverse method to decompose the soud field based on
a virtual microphone array.
The trade-off between the size of the virtual microphone array and the order of spherical
harmonics have been analysed in terms of the condition number of the matrix to be inverted.
The condition number is reduced when the size of the array is increased and the order of the
spherical harmonics is decreased. The selection of these two parameters have to be made
according to the frequency range and the area where the sound field reconstruction is intended
to be accurate.
The use of Tikhonov regularization to optimize the inversion of the propagation matrix has been
also investigated. The results indicated that its implementation reduces the reconstruction area
where the normalized error is below -20 dB, but decreasing the average normalized error over
the whole domain. In addition, the energy required by the coefficients to reconstruct the sound
field is lower when regularization is applied.
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